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Summary

Double-stranded RNA virions are transcriptionally
competent icosahedral particles that must translo-
cate across a lipid bilayer to function within the cyto-
plasm of the target cell. Birnaviruses are unique
among dsRNA viruses as they have a single T = 13
icosahedral shell, lacking the characteristic inner
capsid observed in the others. We determined the
crystal structures of the T = 1 subviral particle (260 Å
in diameter) and of the T = 13 intact virus particle
(700 Å in diameter) of an avian birnavirus to 3 Å and
7 Å resolution, respectively. Our results show that
VP2, the only component of the virus icosahedral
capsid, is homologous both to the capsid protein of
positive-strand RNA viruses, like the T = 3 nodavi-
ruses, and to the T = 13 capsid protein of members
of the Reoviridae family of dsRNA viruses. Together,
these results provide important insights into the
multiple functions of the birnavirus capsid and reveal
unexpected structural relationships among icosahe-
dral viruses.

Introduction

Birnaviruses form a distinct family of double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) viruses infecting animal species as dif-
ferent as vertebrates, mollusks, insects, and rotifers
(Delmas et al., 2004). The virions are nonenveloped,
icosahedral particles of triangulation T = 13 with a di-
ameter of about 700 Å (Bottcher et al., 1997). Unlike
other dsRNA viruses, certain birnavirus properties—
their genomic arrangement and genome replication
strategy—are shared with positive-strand RNA (+sRNA)
viruses (Birghan et al., 2000). Most of the research ef-
forts on birnaviruses have focused on the infectious
bursal disease virus (Muller et al., 2003), which shows
interesting virulence properties and is responsible for
important losses in the poultry industry. Another eco-
nomically important birnavirus is the infectious pancre-
atic necrosis virus (IPNV) of salmonids (Delmas et al.,
2004).

Nonenveloped icosahedral RNA viruses can be clas-
*Correspondence: rey@vms.cnrs-gif.fr (F.A.R.); delmas@jouy.inra.fr
(B.D.)
sified in two major categories according to their ge-
nome type: +sRNA and dsRNA. Among +sRNA eukary-
otic viruses, the building block of the capsid—the “coat
protein”—exhibits a special fold, the “jelly roll” β barrel
(Rossmann and Johnson, 1989). This protein forms a
tightly closed protein shell protecting the viral RNA,
with the jelly roll β barrel oriented such that the β
strands run tangentially to the particle surface. Except
for the very small satellite +sRNA viruses—in which the
capsid contains only 60 copies of the coat protein—
most virus capsids contain 60 copies of a multimer
(Harrison, 2001b), organized in an icosahedral surface
lattice following the rules of quasiequivalence (Caspar
and Klug, 1962). Such an arrangement leads to al-
ternating 5-fold (I5 for “icosahedral 5-fold”) and quasi-
6-fold (Q6) contacts among coat proteins, distributed
according to the triangulation of the surface lattice
(Johnson and Speir, 1997).

In contrast to the +sRNA viruses, the crystal struc-
tures of dsRNA virus particles revealed a characteristic
icosahedral shell composed of 120 subunits of a large
coat protein, with a 3D fold completely unrelated to the
universal jelly roll described above (Harrison, 2001a).
The corresponding surface lattice does not follow the
quasiequivalence principle, the building block being an
asymmetric dimer. The simplest dsRNA virus of known
structure, L-A virus, an intracellular yeast totivirus (Toti-
viridae family), has a capsid organized in this way (Cas-
ton et al., 1997; Naitow et al., 2002).

Detailed structural data are available also for mem-
bers of the Reoviridae family of dsRNA viruses (Grimes
et al., 1998; Nakagawa et al., 2003; Reinisch et al.,
2000), which have multishelled architectures. The inner-
most shell displays the same organization as that ob-
served in the totivirus capsid, with 60 asymmetric coat
protein dimers. This structure is surrounded by a sec-
ond icosahedral protein shell of triangulation T = 13,
i.e., organized according to the quasiequivalence prin-
ciple. The subunit of this second layer is a protein
folded in two different domains (termed “base” and
“head”) forming trimers that constitute the building
blocks of the shell. The trimers are disposed as towers
on top of the smooth inner shell, with the α-helical base
domain making contacts both with the inner capsid and
with adjacent trimers, leaving holes at the I5 and Q6
axes to make a “fenestrated” lattice sealed at the bot-
tom by the inner capsid. The head domain is a β barrel
with a jelly roll topology, but in this case it projects
away from the particle surface, with the β strands run-
ning radially rather than tangentially, and is not involved
in contacts between trimers in the lattice (Grimes et al.,
1998; Liemann et al., 2002; Mathieu et al., 2001).

An important property of dsRNA viruses—in contrast
to +sRNA viruses—is that the viral genome is main-
tained protected within the particles throughout the
virus cycle. The particles themselves carry out several
enzymatic activities necessary for replication, like tran-
scription and mRNA capping, that are directed by spe-
cific enzymes contained within the virion (polymerase,
methyl transferase, etc.). Such activities require that the
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particles be translocated across the cell membrane r
without disassembling during entry—or undergoing e
only partial disassembly. b

Among the Reoviridae family, orthoreoviruses use
their T = 13 layer for interactions with the cell mem- a
brane during entry, partially disassembling to release c
transcriptionally active core particles into the cyto- t
plasm (Nibert and Schiff, 2001). Rotaviruses and orbivi- v
ruses (also members of the Reoviridae family) have a t
third icosahedral protein layer that is used for specific t
interactions with the host, resulting in the release of l
double-layered particles across the cell membrane into i
the cytoplasm (Estes, 2001; Roy, 2001). Totiviruses, a
which lack the additional shells, are special because t
they are not capable of infecting other cells and are p
thus only transmitted vertically, exclusively during cell c
division. l

In addition, low-resolution electron microscopy (EM) s
studies of the dsRNA bacteriophage phi-6 (family Cys- s
toviridae) suggested the presence of an internal capsid p
with the characteristic arrangement of 60 asymmetric m
dimers surrounded by a T = 13 protein layer, which is t
in turn enclosed within a lipid bilayer containing several t
other proteins (Butcher et al., 1997). The similar ar- d
rangement of Cysto-, Reo-, and Totiviridae has led to p
the assignment of a putative single viral lineage encom- r
passing these three families of dsRNA viruses (Bamford o
et al., 2002).

EM studies of IBDV virions have shown that they lack R
the characteristic inner capsid present in all the other
dsRNA viruses (Bottcher et al., 1997). The T = 13 icosa- T
hedral surface of the birnavirus particle features tri-

T
meric projections similar to those of the second layer

t
of the Reoviridae, but the lattice is not fenestrated, sug-

s
gesting that the coat protein has a domain responsible

r
for sealing the interior of the virus in addition to the

aprojecting domain. Like all the other dsRNA viruses,
qbirnavirus particles have been shown to become tran-
tscriptionally active in the presence of nucleotides (Co-
ahen, 1975; Spies et al., 1987), extruding nonpolyadeny-
mlated mRNAs through pores in the capsid. It is presently
tnot known if these mRNAs are capped. The single-lay-
hered capsid architecture raises important questions
pconcerning the particle translocation across the cell
tmembrane for transcription.
wThe birnavirus genome is composed of two seg-
sments, one of them coding for the viral polymerase VP1
s(which is covalently attached in the virion to the geno-
dmic RNA segments), and the other for the polyprotein
mprecursor pVP2-VP4-VP3 and for a separate small pro-
mtein, VP5, of unknown function. VP4 is a protease that
rcleaves its own N and C termini in the polyprotein, thus
valso releasing pVP2 and VP3 within the infected cell
o(Birghan et al., 2000). Subsequent serial cleavages at

the C terminus of pVP2 yield the mature VP2 protein
tand four peptides that remain associated with the virion
a(Da Costa et al., 2002). A possible role for these pep-
ntides could be destabilization of the cell membrane
aduring entry. Birnavirus particle morphogenesis was
sshown to be controlled by VP3, which interacts both
swith the C-terminal end of the precursor pVP2 and with
sVP1 (Chevalier et al., 2004; Ona et al., 2004). The se-
tquential maturation of pVP2 to VP2 takes place only
Supon particle assembly (Chevalier et al., 2002). Expres-
sion of VP2 by itself leads to dodecahedral T = 1 subvi-
al particles (SVP) containing 20 VP2 trimers, whereas
xpression of pVP2 by itself leads to irregular assem-
lies (Caston et al., 2001).
The available structural data thus shows that dsRNA

nd +sRNA icosahedral viruses each have their own
haracteristic capsid architectures, suggesting that
hey belong to separate viral lineages. Among dsRNA
iruses, it has been proposed that the single-layered
otiviruses may have lost the outer layers during evolu-
ion and thus have become strictly intracellular. Simi-
arly, the Birnaviridae may have lost the characteristic
nternal capsid during evolution from a Reoviridae-like
ncestor and concominantly adapted the T = 13 protein
o make a tightly sealed shell. Alternatively, the com-
lex Reoviridae and Cystoviridae may have arisen by
ombination of gene segments from simpler viruses,

ike the single-layered toti- and birnaviruses. The re-
ults presented in this manuscript are in support of this
econd view. Indeed, we show that the birnavirus coat
rotein, VP2, has the same jelly roll fold and an arrange-
ent typical of +sRNA viruses, with an inserted domain

hat is homologous to that of the projecting domain of
he T = 13 protein of the Reoviridae. Our results provide
irect evidence for close relations between the capsid
roteins of +sRNA viruses and those of dsRNA viruses,

evealing a clear structural relationship between viruses
f these two lineages.

esults

he VP2 Trimer
he details of the crystals and the structure determina-
ion are provided in Experimental Procedures. The VP2
ubunit is folded into three distinct domains disposed
adially in the SVP. They are labeled base (B), shell (S),
nd projection (P), as indicated in Figure 1. The se-
uence alignment shows that domains S and B are rela-
ively well conserved but that domain P is more vari-
ble. The S domain is central to the organization of the
olecule, with domain P inserted in a loop between

wo S domain β strands and domain B formed by α
elices from N- and C-terminal extensions of the poly-
eptide chain, as shown color-coded in the ribbons and
opology diagrams. Both domains S and P are β barrels
ith the jelly roll topology, oriented such that the β
trands are tangential and radial, respectively, to the
pherical particle. The SBIDG β sheet (S domain) faces
omain B, and the corresponding PBIDG sheet (in do-
ain P) is involved in inter subunit contacts in the tri-
er. Domain S has a wedge-like shape similar to jelly-

oll domains observed in capsid proteins from +sRNA
iruses. It has an additional β hairpin, C#C$, making the
utward facing β sheet six-stranded, (SC$C#CHEF).
As shown in Figure 2A, all three domains of VP2 par-

icipate in trimer contacts. The PAA# β hairpin makes
flap that invades and completes the β barrel of the

eighboring P domain in the trimer, contributing a fifth
ntiparallel strand at the edge of each β sheet, as
hown in Figures 2A. The PAA# flap is thus an important
tabilizing element of the VP2 trimer. The wedge-
haped S domain participates in trimer contacts via the
hick end of the barrel, with the bulky loops SCC#, SC$D,

. The thin end (with loops S , S S , and S )
EF BC C#C$, DE FG

points away from the trimer center, with loop SDE form-
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Figure 1. The VP2 Subunit

The top panel displays a sequence align-
ment of birnavirus VP2 for IBDV (accession
number P15480), IPNV (AJ622822), Drosoph-
ila X Virus (DRXV, U60650), and Blotched
Snakehead virus (BSNV, AJ459382). The sec-
ondary structure elements are drawn above
the IBDV sequence with ESPript (Gouet et
al., 2003) and color coded by domain (red, P;
blue, S; and green, B, according to the bar
to the right of the bottom panel). Strictly con-
served residues are white on a red back-
ground, and partially conserved residues are
red. Solid stars denote residues associated
to virulence changes, and open stars mark
neutralization-escape mutations (see text).
(Bottom left) Topology diagram (program
TOPS [Flores et al., 1994] with triangles and
circles denoting β strands and helices, respec-
tively; large and small circles indicate α- and
3/10- (labeled η) helices. (Bottom right) Rib-
bon diagram of VP2. These two panels are
colored according to the ramp indicated in
the horizontal bar, from blue (N-ter) to red
(C-ter). The secondary structure elements of
domains S and P are labeled in white and in
black, respectively.
ing the vertices of the triangular molecule. Overall, each
subunit buries 4700 Å2 of its surface upon trimer forma-
tion. The extent of the contacts strongly suggests that
the VP2 trimer is the building block for virus assembly.
The crosssection of the trimer in the S domain region
has the shape of an equilateral triangle, the side of
which is about 100 Å and has about 25 Å in thickness
(Figure 2A). This region insures a tight sealing of the

virion through extensive lateral contacts in the T = 13
lattice (see below). The overall height of the molecule,
including all three domains, is 85 Å.

Determinants of Antigenicity and Virulence
Crossneutralization and crossprotection experiments
have revealed two different serotypes of IBDV. The
amino acid differences between the two serotypes—
and among the pathogenic serotype I isolates—map

mainly to domain P, between amino acids 206 and 350.
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Figure 2. The VP2 Trimer

(A) Ribbon diagram of the VP2 trimer (left, side view; right, top view). Each subunit is colored differently. β strands and α helices are labeled
for one subunit in the side view, showing the AA# β hairpin (indicated by the gray arrow) of domain P embracing the neighboring subunit.
Important loops (described in the text) are labeled. Spheres indicate α carbons of residues identified in neutralization escape mutants (green)
and cell culture adaptation/virulence changes (gray). The spheres are labeled for the subunit in red: 1, P222; 2, G223; 3, S251; 4, H253; 5,
N279; 6, T284; 7, V313; 8,G322. Note the clustering of these amino acids at the top of the spike, with gray spheres at the center and green
spheres all around.
(B) The VP2 structure is a link between two different categories of RNA viruses. Ribbon diagrams and simplified topology cartoons (with α
helices as circles and β strands as rectangles), color coded by domains, of the capsid proteins of Black Beetle virus (BBV, protein β, PDB
code 2bbv), IBDV (protein VP2), and rotavirus (RV, protein VP6, PDB code 1qhd). The DALI score between VP2 and BBV protein β is 15.3, and
the rms is 3.3 Å for 211 α carbons (out of 250 residues from domains B and S). The DALI score between VP2 and RV VP6 is 5.1, with 3.5 Å
rms for 105 superposed P domain α carbons (out of 140 residues in total).
Furthermore, antibody neutralization-escape mutations I
1point to residues at positions 222 and 223 (loop PBC),

251 (PDE), and 313 and 322 (PHI) (Schnitzler et al., 1993), 2
iall in the outmost loops of the P jelly roll, as shown in

Figure 2A. 2
aUsing reverse-genetics systems, it was shown that
BDV adaptation to cell culture (Lim et al., 1999; Mundt,
999) and virulence (Brandt et al., 2001; van Loon et al.,
002) are controlled by changes in a few amino acids

n VP2 at positions 253 (loop PDE), 279 (strand PF), and
84 (loop PFG). Figure 2A shows that these positions
re located in the most exposed loops of domain P, in
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Figure 3. The IBDV Subviral Particle

Ribbon diagram of the SVP, formed by 20 VP2 trimers interacting via I2 and I5 axes. View down the I5 axis.
(A) Full particle, showing the SDE loop closing a channel along the 5-fold axis. One VP2 trimer is highlighted in white for its S domain, with all
others following the color scheme defined in Figure 1.
(B) A 60 Å slab of the SVP, containing the center of the particle, showing the concentric distribution of the three domains B, S, and P.
the region of highest antigenic variation. Interestingly,
the side chains of H253 and T284 interact via a hy-
drogen bond, which rigidifies their conformation. All
three amino acids implicated in virulence changes have
their side chains pointing outward and participate nei-
ther in contacts important for the VP2 fold nor in in-
teractions between subunits that stabilize the virion.
Their marked effect on virulence thus suggests that
these residues may engage directly in contacts with a
receptor of the target cell. Note the distribution of the
mutations in the trimer in Figure 2A, with the virulence
mutations within the central bowl at the top and the
antigenic mutations all around.

Structural Homology to Other Viral Capsid Proteins
Domains S and B together display a very high DALI
score (Holm and Sander, 1995) with the capsid protein
of noda- and tetraviruses, illustrated in Figure 2B, left
panel. The coat protein of these T = 3 and T = 4 icosa-
hedral viruses, respectively, include the same C#C$ in-
sertion in the jelly roll and the α-helical N and
C-terminal extensions making up domain B. The sim-
ilarity extends to the quaternary interactions, with the
same loops participating in similar trimeric contacts. In
contrast, the tertiary and quaternary structure of do-
main P is most similar to the corresponding domain of
orbivirus VP7 (Grimes et al., 1995), rotavirus VP6 (Ma-
thieu et al., 2001), and reovirus �1 (Liemann et al.,
2002), i.e., the proteins forming the T = 13 layer of the
Reoviridae (illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2C).
Moreover, the latter viral proteins, although they lack
the S domain, also have an α-helical B domain formed
by N- and C-terminal extensions. This domain is, how-
ever, more extensive than the B domain of VP2, with
several additional α helices.

The IBDV Subviral Particle
Twenty VP2 trimers form the T = 1 SVP, interacting via
icosahedral 2-fold (I2) and 5-fold contacts, as il-
lustrated in Figure 3. The area buried per trimer in the
SVP is 2500 Å2. Both domains S and B participate in
the contacts, forming a continuous 40 Å thick shell with
external diameter of 180 Å. Figure 3B shows the con-
centric organization of the three domains in the par-
ticle. The projections formed by domain P are 40 Å
long, giving the particle a spiky and pronounced do-
decahedral shape, with a total diameter of about
260 Å. As seen in Figure 3A, the interactions between
VP2 trimers about the I2 axes involve the edges of the
S jelly rolls, using the whole length of the triangular
crosssection. The SDE loop (labeled in Figure 2A)
reaches the I5 axes and seals a pentameric channel
formed underneath by helix α3 and its counterpart from
adjacent, I5-related trimers. This channel is depicted in
Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available with this
article online along with its counterparts from the T =
13 IBDV virion (described below). As illustrated in Fig-
ure S1, a very similar arrangement at the I5 axes has
been observed in the virus particle of noda- and tetra-
viruses (Helgstrand et al., 2004).

The IBDV Virion
The T = 13 icosahedral particle is formed by 260 VP2
trimers, 20 of which lie on icosahedral 3-fold (I3) axes
and the others in general positions. Figure 4 displays
the 7 Å resolution electron density (ED) map of IBDV
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Figure 4. The IBDV Virion

(A) Section of the ED map of the IBDV particle at 7 Å resolution after 60-fold ncs averaging as explained in the Experimental Procedures. The
five independent trimers (a–e), defined in Bottcher et al. (1997), are labeled in red. The symmetry axes are labeled in white and in yellow. The
icosahedral T = 13 lattice displays two different sets of nonequivalent Q6 axes, one surrounding the I3 (yellow) and the other the I5 axes
(white). A gray triangle linking one I5 and two yellow Q6 axes encloses the density corresponding to a G4 triangle described in the text. The
flat contact between trimers within a G4 triangle results in head-to-head contacts between P domains. The red arrows point to two extreme
types of contacts observed between VP2 trimers, one about the 5-fold and one within a G4 triangle, enlarged in (B).
(B) Side view of the ED corresponding to the contacts indicated by arrows in (A), labeled accordingly, with the Cα carbon skeleton of VP2
superposed. Regions of additional α-helical density underneath the molecule, corresponding to additional ordered VP2 residues at the N-
and C termini, are indicated by arrows.
(C) Vertical 200 Å thick ED slab through the center of the IBDV particle, viewed roughly down the I3 axis. Note the flat faces resulting from
the interaction of I3 trimers and G4 triangles (see text).
(D) Half an IBDV particle viewed down the I3 (left) and the I5 (right) axes. Only the Cα carbon skeleton of the VP2 trimers fitted into the ED is
displayed. Five different colors (yellow, orange, red, green, and magenta) were used for the 60 icosahedral asymmetric units, distributed such
that immediate neighbors are colored differently. A flat face of the icosahedron (perpendicular to the I3) is formed by three colors, with the I3
VP2 trimer at the center (linking three G4). For simplicity, the front half of the virion has been removed, showing the concave internal face of
the particle. I3 and I5 are located where three and five colors meet, respectively.
with the fitted 3 Å model of the VP2 trimer. The packing u
fof VP2 at the virus surface fully exploits the geometry

of the equilateral triangular crosssection of the trimer. s
pGroups of four (G4) VP2 trimers (Figure 4A) associate

roughly in a plane to make a bigger equilateral triangle T
V(labeled “G4 triangle”) to cover four times the area of a

VP2 trimer. In the T = 13 lattice, VP2 trimers lying on r
othe I3 axes, termed “I3 trimers,” bridge three G4 trian-

gles to make the 20 flat faces of the icosahedral particle l
d(Figure 4D). The contacts between VP2 trimers within a

G4 triangle, as well as those made by the I3 trimer, are N
pall quasiequivalent. In addition to the lateral B-B and

S-S domain interactions, they involve head-to-head S
scontacts made by domain P (Figures 4A and 4B). The

stronger curvature imposed at the I5 axes forces a dif- t
aferent, broken, SVP-like type of contacts between G4
nits. The final arrangement is such that there are 20
lat faces made of 13 VP2 trimers (three G4 triangles
urrounding a central I3 trimer), resulting in a closed
article with a markedly polyhedral shape.
wo Alternative Conformations of the SDE Loop
P2 remains essentially unchanged in the virion with

espect to the observed conformation in the SVP. The
nly visible differences at 7 Å resolution are in the SDE

oop and in helices α1 and α3 of domain B. There is
ensity for additional ordered amino acids at the VP2
- and C termini (Table 1 and Figures 4, 5, and S1). The
attern of α helices at the I5 is similar to that of the
VP (Figure S1), while a broader 6-helix channel is ob-
erved at the Q6 axes, as shown in Figure 5. Above
he Q6 channel, the conserved SDE loop adopts two
lternative conformations (up and down, or U and D in
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Table 1. Crystallography Statistics

Characteristics of the Crystals

Crystal Space group Cell parameters (Å) Diffraction limit Resolution limit Number of MDa in
(data collection) ncs crystallographic

operations asymmetric unit
IBDV SVP form I P6322 a = 261.0; c = 353.1 4 Å 4 Å 10 0.48
IBDV SVP form II P63 a = 258.9; c = 347.2 3 Å 3 Å 20 0.96
IBDV SVP form III P23 a = 326.1 6 Å 6 Å 10 0.48
IPNV SVP I23 a = 303.2 3.4 Å 3.4 Å 5 0.24
IBDV virion P21 a = 854.0; b = 692.2; approaching 4 Å 7 Å 60 37.9

c = 792.4; β = 90.0
deg

IBDV SVP Form II Crystals; Data Collection Statistics

Resolution limits 40–3.0 Å
Completeness 97.2% (91%)
Signal/noise ratio 11 (2.6)
Rsym 12.5% (43%)

Molecular Replacement Statistics

RF/CC/RI
a (10–4 Å) 22.0%/46.4%/28.8%

Refinement Statistics (between 10 and 3 Å Resolution, IBDV-SVP Crystal Form II)

Number of reflections of working set (test set) 251175 (7361)
Number of protein atoms/water molecules 20 × 3209/20 × 47
RMSD of bond lengths/bond angle/main chain B 0.008 Å/1.54°/1.412 Å2

Refined twin fraction 17%
R/Rfree

b 21.5%/24.9%

IBDV Virion Crystals; Data Collection and ncs Averaging Statistics

Resolution (Å) Rsym Number of reflections Completeness (%) I/sigma Rfactor
c Correlation

coefficientc

50–11.08 0.092 312663 85.9 11.58 0.146 0.948
11.08–8.81 0.132 288182 79.5 7.22 0.168 0.928
8.81–7.70 0.280 259239 71.6 2.92 0.227 0.878
7.70–7.00 0.466 229566 63.4 1.72 0.299 0.717
Overall 0.144 1089650 75.1 5.68 0.200 0.922

Molecular Replacement Statistics of Pseudoatomic Model into IBDV Crystals

RF/CC/RI
a (50–15 Å) 43.0%/50.0%/38.0%

VP2 Model: Amino Acids with Ordered Density in the Different Crystals

SVP IBDV (form II)d 11–431
IBDV T = 13 particle crystalse Trimer Chain A Chain B Chain C

a 13–437 1–436 12–434
(I5 axis)

b 12–441 12–437 13–428
c 12–441 13–435 13–441
d 13–436 12–428 13–441
e 13–441 (I3 axis)

a RF and CC are the Rfactor and correlation coefficients (respectively) between calculated (Fc) and observed (Fo) structure factor amplitudes,
and RI the Rfactor between calculated and observed intensities.
b The free set contained 3% of the reflections and was selected using all reflections within thin resolution shells to avoid bias from ncs and
twin-operator relations between reflections from the same shell.
c The Fc used for these Rfactor and correlation coefficient was calculated from the 60-fold averaged ED map.
d All chains were considered identical in the crystallographic asymmetric unit, obtained by averaging 20 times about ncs axes.
e Thirteen independent subunits were considered, distributed in five different trimers labeled a–e (Figure 4A). Only one subunit in trimer e is
independent, since this trimer lies on the I3 axis. Chain B in trimer a is also unique because it projects toward the I5 axis, all the other
subunits projecting toward Q6 axes.
Figure 5B). These two conformations intercalate and
form two sets of pseudo-3-fold contacts about the Q6
axes at different radii (inner for D and outer for U, Figure
5D), resulting in a tighter seal than at the I5 axes.

Discussion

The most important discovery stemming from these
structures is that the birnavirus coat protein is formed
by domains that are homologous to the coat proteins
of both +sRNA and dsRNA viruses. These two viral lin-
eages have each their own characteristic icosahedral
architecture, and this is the first time that a structural
relationship between them is established. The ob-
served homology to the T = 13 protein of the Reoviridae
could have been anticipated, since the EM reconstruc-
tions show similar trimeric projections at low resolution,
and the triangulation of the surface lattice is the same.
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Figure 5. VP2 Interactions about I5 and Q6 Axes

Organization of the α3 helix and the SDE loop in the T = 13 lattice. p
(A and B) Side views of the I5 and Q6 VP2 arrangements, respec-

atively, with the symmetry axis vertical in the plane of the figure.
pFor simplicity, only one subunit (in gray) from two of the trimers

participating in the contact (5 in [A] and 6 in [B]) is shown. The α3 p
helices of all the subunits participating in the contact are depicted p
in red. The three domains of VP2 and the loop projecting toward 5
the I5 are labeled in (A). In (B), the two alternative up/down (U and b
D) conformations of the SDE loop about the Q6 axis are indicated

t(see text).
u(C and D) View down the respective symmetry axis, looking from

inside the virion, down the gray arrows of (A) and (B). The ring of
five helices shown in (A) and (C) is similar to that observed in the m
capsid of noda- and tetraviruses (see Supplemental Data). In (B), a
the three SDE loops in the D conformation, forming the inner 3-fold t
contact, are labeled. The other three loops interact similarly at a

khigher radius (not visible in this view). In (D), notice the presence
hof some noninterpreted density features in the foreground.
i
i

TAdditional information provided by the IBDV structure

is that, contrary to a previous report (Ozel and Gelder- i
lblom, 1985), the hand of the birnavirus surface lattice

is the same as the T = 13 laevo lattice of the Reoviridae. n
eThis finding establishes an additional level of similarity

between these two virus families, suggesting conserva- i
Ption of the overall pattern of contacts between trimers

at the particle surface. In contrast, the homology to the a
tnoda- and tetraviruses was unexpected and raises im-

portant questions about their possible evolutionary 7
tlinks with birnaviruses. Interestingly, it has been shown

that certain T = 3 fish nodaviruses have a coat protein m
tin which an inserted domain forms trimeric projections

(Tang et al., 2002) very similar to those of birnavirus m
aVP2. It is now important to obtain more detailed infor-

mation on the fold of their coat protein, since it would t
dprovide valuable information to understand the links

between the two families. c
aAn additional similarity with noda- and tetraviruses

is the organization of their bisegmented genomes t
v(Hanzlik and Gordon, 1997; Schneemann et al., 1998),

one RNA segment coding for the polymerase and the 1
other for the capsid protein, the latter undergoing pro-
teolytical maturation in both cases. The mRNAs, like p

lthe birnavirus mRNAs, are also nonpolyadenylated. The
birnavirus Vpg-linked genome replication strategy (Del- h

tmas et al., 2004), which has been observed elsewhere

only in a subset of +sRNA viruses, including picornavi-
uses (Paul et al., 1998), is a further common feature
ringing birnaviruses and +sRNA viruses together. Fi-
ally, some +sRNA (“tetra-like”) viruses share with bir-
aviruses a characteristic polymerase motif rearrange-
ent (Gorbalenya et al., 2002) not found in other

iruses. Similarities between replication enzymes do
ot necessarily match similarities between the corre-
ponding virus capsid architecture (DeFilippis and Vil-
arreal, 2001), but here is a compelling case in which
oth the capsid proteins and the replication enzymes
re clearly related, suggesting homology of the corre-
ponding genes and probably relationships among the
ntire genomes.

rganization of the Virus Capsid
ow is the T = 13 layer formed? VP2 spontaneously

orms small SVPs, suggesting that the reason for late
aturation is to avoid such premature assembly during
article morphogenesis. Furthermore, it has been ex-
erimentally shown that VP3 (a protein of 253 amino
cids) interacts with the C-terminal segment of the VP2
recursor, pVP2, and with VP1, thus also controlling
olymerase and genome incorporation into the nascent
article. The VP2 C terminus is found very near the
-fold axes, and it is possible that the presence of the
ulky C terminus of pVP2 interferes with 5-fold con-
acts, which would therefore only take place upon mat-
ration.
Whatever the actual assembly pathway, something
ust control the association of the 13 trimers present

t each of the 20 flat faces of the particle, preventing
he extension into 2D arrays. VP3 thus seems to play a
ey role in assembly. The experimental ED map shows,
owever, that the strictly ordered part of the IBDV coat

s made exclusively by VP2, in contrast to a previous
nterpretation at lower resolution (Bottcher et al., 1997).
his is in spite of the fact that VP3 is definitely present

n the crystals in a VP2/VP3 ratio of roughly 1:1, as ana-
yzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining (data
ot shown). The only additional density observed after
xtensive 60-fold averaging, using a solid-angle mask

ncluding the interior of the particle (see Experimental
rocedures), could be interpreted in terms of the N-
nd C-terminal ends of VP2, which are disordered in
he SVP. However, caution is required here, since, at

Å resolution, it is not possible to completely rule out
hat part of the extra density is due to the small seg-
ents of other polypeptides (to the pVP2-derived pep-

ides or even to VP3). Notwithstanding, this observation
eans either that VP3 is not organized or that it is

rranged differently within the virion. This second al-
ernative is consistent with previous reports on IPNV
escribing thread-like ribonucleoprotein complexes
ontaining VP3 and the genomic RNA (Hjalmarsson et
l., 1999). It is important to point out that different rela-
ive amounts of VP3 and VP2 have been reported in
irions from different birnavirus species (Dobos et al.,
979).
Our data show that VP2 relies on a transient scaffold

rovided by inner proteins to reach the observed T = 13
aevo architecture of the virion. Similarly, the Reoviridae
omologs of VP2 can only form such a lattice on top of
he inner capsid, which, in this case, acts as a perma-
nent inner scaffold. More structural information is
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Figure 6. Putative Emergence of the Reoviridae by Merging of Genome Segments from Two Simpler dsRNA Viruses

Yellow/red colors represent Birnaviridae-related structures and blue/gray colors the Totiviridae-related counterparts. The vertical bar indicates
a boundary between +sRNA and dsRNA viruses, and time is horizontal (without scale). The top row symbolizes the possible transition from
noda- or tetraviruses to IBDV (through a putative T = 13 birnavirus precursor). The bottom row represents the separate emergence of toti-
like viruses, perhaps also from +sRNA viruses (because of RdRp similarities). The middle row illustrates the proposed merging of genomic
segments that gave rise to a precursor of the more complex, muiltilayered reo- and Cystoviridae. Drawings made from the coordinates of
nodavirus BBV (PDB code 2bbv), tetravirus NωV (PDB code 1ohf), totivirus L-A (PDB code 1m1c), the phytoreovirus RDV (PDB code 1uf2),
and IBDV.
needed to determine whether VP3 bears any resem-
blance to the inner capsid protein of the Reoviridae.

Implications for the Capsid Transcriptase Activity
The similarity of the virion organization about the I5
axes with the noda- and tetraviruses, illustrated in Fig-
ure S1, is striking. The α-helical hydrophilic channel in
all three viruses can easily accommodate a single-
stranded RNA molecule. The entry pathway of nonen-
veloped +sRNA animal viruses is not clearly understood,
but this α-helical arrangement has been postulated to be
involved in extrusion of the viral genome from the cap-
sid (Munshi et al., 1996). It is possible that the α-helical
channel is used for translocating the newly transcribed
birnavirus mRNAs across the capsid. Extrusion of
mRNAs through pores at the I5 axes has indeed been
observed for members of the Reoviridae (Diprose et al.,
2001; Lawton et al., 1997). As shown in Figure 5, the
highly conserved SDE loop seals the I5 channels at the
vertices of the particle. Interestingly, this loop is seen
to adopt two different conformations at the Q6 axes

and could possibly display a concerted switch between
two alternative conformations, opening and closing the
gate for mRNA translocation at the I5 axes.

In contrast to the Reoviridae (Dryden et al., 1998;
Gouet et al., 1999), we have observed no additional
density suggesting the presence of a transcription
complex right under the I5 axes, nor density corre-
sponding to partially ordered dsRNA helices, even at
contour levels as low as 0.2 sigma values. The smaller
birnavirus genome size—6 kilobase pairs (kbp) com-
pared to the 18–24 kbp genome of the Reoviridae—
may explain this difference. Accordingly, the buoyant
density of the birnavirus particles is 1.33 g/cm3, com-
pared to 1.43 g/cm3 and 1.44 g/cm3 for the reovirus and
rotavirus cores, respectively, which enclose a similar
volume for a genome three to four times bigger.

Evolutionary Links between +sRNA
and dsRNA Viruses
Evolution is a complex process that cannot be de-
scribed unidirectionally. The birnaviruses that we are
seeing today could be remnants of more complex ma-

chineries that have lost, for instance, their Reoviridae-
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like inner and outer layers. It could even be that +sRNA h
cviruses appeared as yet simplified versions of the more

complex birnaviruses. However, there are so many sim- o
bilarities between birnaviruses and +sRNA viruses, and

at the same time so many differences between the t
nother proteins of the dsRNA viruses in general with

+sRNA viruses, to advocate the opposite view. Besides p
atheir dsRNA genomes, the only bridging element be-

tween birnaviruses with the other dsRNA viruses is the t
T = 13 protein layer. Indeed, all of the other Reoviridae
genes seem to be completely unrelated. It is thus pos- E
sible that a putative intracellular toti-like virus ancestor

Cmay have acquired a genomic segment coding for the
Scapsid protein of a birna-like virus, as diagrammed in
I

Figure 6, endowing it with the capability of horizontal p
transfer between cells and leading to the appearance o
of a Reoviridae (and likely a Cystoviridae) ancestor. t

pWithin this view, the presence in the new virion of an
tinner layer ensuring a tight sealing resulted in the loss
fof the S domain of the T = 13 protein during an adapta-
I

tion process, since its sealing role became redundant. f
The loss of the S domain was probably accompanied c
by an important reorganization of the B domain, which d

wis more extensive and has many more α helices. In-
ideed, the B domain is much more variable between dif-
dferent members of the Reoviridae than is the P domain.
V
V

Membrane Translocation b
vIn addition to acquiring a birnavirus-like T = 13 layer
ssurrounding the core, many Reoviridae also acquired
Cseveral other genes for viral entry, including coat pro-
8teins that form a third, external layer. In some cases,
2

these new proteins are responsible for membrane pen- 1
etration, as in rotaviruses, but in others, like the ortho-
reoviruses, it is the VP2 homolog (protein �l), that is S
responsible for membrane penetration. In the case of T
the bluetongue virus, an orbivirus transmitted by insect g

fvectors, particles lacking the outer layer are highly in-
cfectious for insect cells (Mertens et al., 1996). This ob-
aservation implies a role for the T = 13 middle layer pro-
S

tein VP7, which contains an exposed RGD sequence A
important for interactions with receptors (Tan et al., S
2001), in entry. These functional data from the Reoviri- r

Sdae homologs strongly support the hypothesis that bir-
wnavirus VP2—for which there are currently no experi-
imental data supporting its membrane penetration
l

abilities—may play the same role during entry, espe- T
cially since it is the only protein available at the viral p
surface for the relevant interactions with the host. In 3

iaddition, a role during entry could explain the paradoxi-
tcal conservation of the P domain between Birnaviridae
aand Reoviridae, in spite of the fact that it plays little
a

part in the contacts to form the T = 13 layer and should u
therefore be less functionally constrained.

S
Concluding Remarks P

TTwo main conclusions can be drawn from the data re-
aported here. First, the structure of VP2 reveals unex-
apected relationships among icosahedral viruses of very
cdifferent categories, shedding light on their possible
2

overall evolutionary pathway. Second, only VP2 is pre- m
sent in the icosahedral shell protecting the birnavirus 1

igenome. One single polypeptide—with the possible
elp of peptides derived from its precursor—must thus
arry the functions of several capsid proteins of viruses
f the Reoviridae family, participating both in mem-
rane translocation and in extrusion of mRNAs during

ranscription. The structure of the birnavirus particles
ow opens the way for a rational and concerted ap-
roach to dissect and understand the molecular mech-
nisms put forth by this multifunctional protein during
he viral cycle.

xperimental Procedures

rystallization
VP

BDV and IPNV SVPs were produced using a previously published
rotocol (Chevalier et al., 2002). SVPs were dialyzed into a solution
f 50 mM ammonium acetate (pH 7) and concentrated on vivaspin
o about 10 mg/ml. Crystals were grown by vapor diffusion using
olyethylene glycol as precipitant. The IBDV SVP crystallized in

hree crystal forms (see Table 1) under the following conditions:
orm I in 16%–24% PEG 400, 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 5); form
I under the same conditions as form I but adding 50–150 mM NaCl;
orm III in 3%–8% PEG 8000, 100 mM Tris (pH 8). The IPNV SVP
rystals grew from 1 M 1,6-hexanediol, 10 mM CoCl2, 100 mM so-
ium acetate (pH 4.6). For data collection at 100 K, form II crystals
ere transferred progressively to a cryoprotecting solution contain-

ng the same buffer and 28% PEG 400 plus 20% methyl-pentane-
iol (MPD) before flash cooling.
iral Particles
iral suspensions of the vaccine strain CT of IBDV were provided
y MERIAL and purified using a CsCl gradient, as described pre-
iously (Da Costa et al., 2002). The sample was dialyzed into the
ame buffer as the SVPs and concentrated roughly to 5 mg/ml.
rystals were obtained by vapor diffusion, with 1.6%–2% PEG
000, HEPES 100 mM (pH 7.5), and 0.5 M KSCN 20% glycerol and
0% MPD. For data collection, the crystals were flash cooled to
00 K.

tructure Determination
he crystals used for the structure determination, their space
roup, and diffraction characteristics are listed in Table 1. All dif-

raction data were collected using synchrotron radiation and pro-
essed using the HKL2000 software (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997)
nd program PROW (Bourgeois, 1999).
tructure of the SVP
n initial 3.8 Å ED map was obtained for the homologous T = 1
VP of IPNV. This map was calculated by the single isomorphous

eplacement (SIR) method using a mercury derivative, with program
OLVE (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999). The initial SIR phases
ere refined by 5-fold noncrystallographic symmetry (ncs) averag-

ng with RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2001). The IPNV SVP structure was
ater further extended to 3.4 Å and will be published separately.
he structure of the IBDV SVP was determined by molecular re-
lacement (MR), using AMoRe (Navaza, 1994) to place the IPNV
.8 Å map into crystal form II (see Table 1). Twenty-fold ncs averag-

ng with program RAVE (Jones, 1992) was used for phase extension
o 3 Å resolution. This procedure yielded a very clear ED map that
llowed tracing amino acids 11–431 of VP2 with program O (Jones
nd Kjeldgaard, 1997) and subsequent refinement of the model
sing CNS (Brünger et al., 1998).

tructure of the Virus Particle
seudoatomic IBDV Model
he atomic model of theVP2 trimer was extracted from the SVP
nd fitted into the available 3D reconstruction of IBDV (Bottcher et
l., 1997) to create a pseudoatomic model of the virus particle,
ontaining 260 VP2 trimers, with program URO (Navaza et al.,
002). The fitting showed that the actual hand corresponded to the
irror image of the available reconstruction, which displayed a T =

3 “dextro” lattice according to an early determination of the chiral-
ty (Ozel and Gelderblom, 1985). The laevo chirality of the T = 13
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lattice was confirmed separately by rotary shadowing (J.P., C.C.,
J.N., B.D., and J. Lepault, submitted).
Crystal Structure Determination
The statistics of the 7 Å data set collected from one single IBDV
crystal at 100 K are listed in Table 1. The pseudoatomic model was
placed in the crystal by MR and refined as 260 independent rigid
bodies, using AMoRe, against the measured structure factor ampli-
tudes. This step allowed the correction of possible magnification
errors in the initial cryo-EM map. Initial phases were calculated
from the refined pseudoatomic model, and 60-fold ncs averaging
was used for density modification and removal of model bias, using
RAVE, MAMA, and other programs of the Uppsala suite (Jones,
1992). The mask was derived from the pseudoatomic model and
covered 1/60 of the virus particle (a G4 triangle + 1 subunit of the
I3 trimer, see text) and was extended inward as a solid angle, leav-
ing out only a sphere of 20 Å radius at the center of the particle.
Illustrations
The ribbon diagrams of Figures 1 and 2B were made with PYMOL
(W.L. DeLano, “The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System”; DeLano
Scientific LLC, San Carlos, CA, USA; http://www.pymol.org). Figure
4 was made with O (Jones and Kjeldgaard, 1997). Figures 2A, 3, 5,
and 6 were prepared with RIBBONS (Carson, 1997).

Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include one figure and can be found with this
article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/120/6/761/
DC1/.
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